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Abstract

It is shown that a twist of a Dirichlet series by a Dirichlet character may lead to very different analytic
properties.
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1. Introduction

Let L.s/ be an ordinary Dirichlet series absolutely convergent in some right half-
plane which has meromorphic continuation to the entire complex plane. Let� be a
Dirichlet character. Then one might often expect that the twistL.s; �/ of L.s/ by �
has the same analytic properties. For instance, as is well known this in general can
be proved ifL.s/ is attached to an automorphic form and so in addition one knows
that L.s/ is of finite order and when completed with appropriate0-factors satisfies a
functional equation, see for example [2] in the case ofGL2 and [1] in the context of
Koecher-Maass series onSpn.

In the present paper we would like to give explicit evidence that the above expecta-
tion is not always satisfied automatically. In fact,we will give an example of a Dirichlet
series with rational coefficients which is absolutely convergent for Re.s/ > 1, extends
to an entire function and such that there is a character twist which has analytic con-
tinuation to the entire plane except for an essential singularity ats = 1. To exclude
any misunderstandings, let us point out that our function neither is of finite order nor
satisfies a functional equation of appropriate type and so in particular does not satisfy
the conditions of any converse theorem.
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Our example is based on the following simple observation, roughly being stated
as follows: if L.s/ is a Dirichlet series, then formally (ignoring any convergence)
eL.s/ can be written as a Dirichlet series, and (under good circumstances) the associ-
ation L.s/ 7→ eL.s/ preserves analyticity, sends poles to essential singularities and is
compatible with twists.

2. Statement of result and proof

Let r andm be positive integers. We defineer .m/ to be the number ofr -tuples
.m1; : : : ;mr / of integers greater than 1 such thatm1 · · · mr = m.

In addition we set

e0.m/ :=
{

1 if m=1;

0 if m>1:

Put

e.m/ :=
∑
r ≥0

er .m/

r ! :(1)

Note that the sum in (1) actually is finite, hencee.m/ is a rational number.
Let� be a fixed Dirichlet charactermoduloN with N > 1 which is not the principal

character�0 moduloN. Define a formal Dirichlet series by

D.s/ :=
∑
m≥1

�.m/e.m/m−s

and denote by

D.s; �̄/ =
∑
m≥1

�0.m/e.m/m
−s

its twist by�̄ .
For a complex numbers, we put¦ := Re.s/ as usual.

THEOREM. .i/ The seriesD.s/andD.s; �̄ /are absolutely convergent for¦>1.
.ii/ The functionD.s/ extends to an entire function, whileD.s; �̄/ has analytic

continuation to the complex plane except for an essential singularity ats = 1.

PROOF. (i) Sincee.m/ ≥ 0 it is sufficient to prove thatD0.s/ := ∑
m≥1 e.m/m−s is

convergent for¦ > 1. This, however, is obvious. Indeed, for anyr ≥ 0 the formula∑
m≥1

er .m/m
−s = .�.s/ − 1/r .¦ > 1/
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holds, by definition. Hence the desired convergence follows from the convergence of
the Taylor series of the exponential function around zero, and in addition we obtain
the equality

D0.s/ =
∑
r ≥0

1

r !.�.s/ − 1/r = e�.s/−1 .¦ > 1/(2)

(note that the interchange of orders of summations is justified because all coefficients
are non-negative).

(ii) Twisting (2) with � we obtain

D.s/ =
∑
r ≥0

1

r !.L.s; �/ − 1/r = eL.s;�/−1 .¦ > 1/:(3)

SinceL.s; �/ has analytic continuation to an entire function, we see that the same is
true for D.s/.

Twisting the expressions in (3) by �̄ , we finally obtain

D.s; �̄ / =
∑
r ≥0

1

r !.L.s; �0/− 1/r = eL.s;�0/−1 .¦ > 1/:

Since

L.s; �0/ =
∏
p|N

(
1 − 1

p

)
1

s − 1
+ g.s/ .s 6= 1/

with g.s/ entire, this proves the second part of the assertion of (ii).
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